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Abstract
The biogeochemical composition of stream water and the surrounding riparian water is mainly defined by the exchange of water
and solutes between the stream and the riparian zone. Short-term fluctuations in near stream hydraulic head gradients (e.g., during
stream flow events) can significantly influence the extent and rate of exchange processes. In this study, we simulate exchanges
between streams and their riparian zone driven by stream stage fluctuations during single stream discharge events of varying peak
height and duration. Simulated results show that strong stream flow events can trigger solute mobilization in riparian soils and
subsequent export to the stream. The timing and amount of solute export is linked to the shape of the discharge event. Higher peaks
and increased durations significantly enhance solute export, however, peak height is found to be the dominant control for overall
mass export. Mobilized solutes are transported to the stream in two stages (1) by return flow of stream water that was stored in the
riparian zone during the event and (2) by vertical movement to the groundwater under gravity drainage from the unsaturated parts
of the riparian zone, which lasts for significantly longer time (> 400 days) resulting in long tailing of bank outflows and solute mass
outfluxes. We conclude that strong stream discharge events can mobilize and transport solutes from near stream riparian soils into
the stream. The impact of short-term stream discharge variations on solute exchange may last for long times after the flow event.

Introduction
Water fluxes in riparian zones often vary strongly in
time and space, altering solute transport across the rivergroundwater interface. Fluctuations in the direction and
magnitude of hydraulic gradients between the stream
and the connected groundwater lead to complex water
exchange patterns enhancing mixing of groundwater and
stream water (Vidon and Hill 2004; Boutt and Fleming
2009; Welch et al. 2015). These hydraulic gradients are
induced by morphological features at various scales such
as river bed dunes (Cardenas and Wilson 2007), gravel
bars (e.g., Trauth et al. 2015), meander bends (e.g.,
Boano et al. 2006).
Besides flow driven by morphological features,
transient stream stage variations drive varying hydraulic
head gradients which in turn control water and matter
exchanges between streams and riparian zones (Cooper
and Rorabaugh 1963; Sandén et al. 1997; Rassam et al.
2006). Stream stage fluctuations can occur at different
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time scales caused by dam regulation (Gerecht et al.
2011; Sawyer et al. 2014), rain events (McCallum et al.
2010; Vidon et al. 2017), and seasonal variations (Bartsch
et al. 2014). These variations in stream stage induce
the well-studied bank storage effect where water is
temporarily stored in the riparian zone during high stream
stage and subsequently released back to the stream when
stream stage recedes to pre-event conditions (Squillace
et al. 1993; Chen and Chen 2003; McCallum et al. 2010;
Doble et al. 2012; Grabs et al. 2012; McCallum and
Shanafield 2016). Along with the infiltration of river
water into the riparian zone, river water constituents are
transported into the riparian aquifer (Boutt and Fleming
2009; Sawyer et al. 2014), where they potentially undergo
transformations (Gu et al. 2012; Diem et al. 2013). For
instance, riparian zones are known to be capable of
removing elevated nutrient concentrations, like nitrogen
species (Hill 1996). In contrast, riparian zones can act as
net source of solutes for the receiving streams such as for
organic carbon or nitrate carried by groundwater (Bishop
et al. 1994; Inamdar et al. 2004; Pellerin et al. 2012).
Hornberger et al. (1994) proposed that DOC flushing
from the unsaturated riparian soils to the stream occurs
during high flow events. Wondzell and Swanson (1996)
demonstrated in a field study that flood events facilitated
nitrogen fluxes from riparian zones to the stream. Sawyer
et al. (2014) observed increase in solute concentration in
both riparian water and stream during a strong stream the
discharge event.
Groundwater
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The changes in stream stage induce variations in
near stream water table and therefore in the vertical
extent of unsaturated zone. Consequently, the solutes
stored in the unsaturated zone (e.g., nitrogen species and
organic carbon) are tapped by the rise in groundwater
level (Creed et al. 1996; Biron et al. 1999; Hill et al.
2000) leading to their dissolution and mobilization as well
as potential transport into the groundwater and adjacent
stream (Creed and Band 1998). As a result, the increased
solute concentration leads to a changing hydrochemical
system which may fuel biogeochemical processes, for
example, an increased denitrification activity, which has
strong implications on the status of the entire aquatic
ecosystem (Simmons et al. 1992; Burt et al. 2002; Hefting
et al. 2004; Gift et al. 2010).
Despite such an important interplay between transient stream conditions and the availability of solutes
in riparian zone, only a few studies have systematically
investigated the implications of stream stage variation
on solute dynamics in variable saturated riparian zone.
Boutt and Fleming (2009) found that diurnal stream
stage oscillations caused by dam regulations, enhance
mass transport into the banks compared to the base
flow conditions. McCallum et al. (2010) focused on the
influence of bank inflows on the chemical base flow
separation method. They found that bank flows during
stream discharge events significantly alter the chemical
signature of groundwater discharge which in turn leads
to incorrect estimations of the baseflow. Gu et al. (2012)
found that biogeochemical activity in the near stream
riparian zone is enhanced by the bank storage process.
However, the impact of different types of stream stage
variations on riparian solute export to the stream has not
yet been explored.
This paper aims at evaluating the effect of stream
stage variations on the mobilization of solutes residing
in the unsaturated part of the riparian zone and the
resulting solute mass export to the stream. We use a
generic setup with a conservative solute initially stored
in the unsaturated part of the riparian zone as we focus
on the hydraulic effects of solute dynamics in the riparian
zone. The processes are elucidated by means of numerical
simulations of flow and conservative solute transport
scenarios. The effects are evaluated by investigating the
time scales of bank inflow, outflow and the resulting solute
mass outfluxes into the stream during and after stream
flow events. To differentiate the influence of magnitude
and timing of stream stage on exchange processes, the
flow scenarios were systematically varied in terms of peak
streamflow height and event duration.

Methods
Concept and Modeling Setup
In natural systems, riparian bank storage processes
are controlled by various factors like changing hydraulic
gradients, heterogeneity of the subsurface sediments,
groundwater recharge, and evapotranspiration (Vidon and
2
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Hill 2004; Duval and Hill 2006; Grabs et al. 2012).
Accounting for all existing factors in a model would
lead to a very complex setup and model parameterization,
where the role of a single factor is difficult to identify.
Therefore, in our modeling setup only the effect of
changing stream stages is considered, whereas all other
parameters are kept constant for the range of the scenarios.
By using such kind of a simplified model, we can
evaluate the effect of stream stage fluctuations on solute
mobilization in the riparian zone. The simplification of the
natural processes allows us to investigate the sensitivity
of solute mobilization to discharge events. This type of
“explorative numerical modeling” has been very common
recently (Cardenas and Wilson 2007; McCallum et al.
2010; Frei et al. 2012; Trauth et al. 2014) because it
enables the evaluation of individual effects of multiple
factors of a processes, which are hard to disentangle
otherwise in the field and fully representative modeling
studies.
The conceptual model consisted of three major components: (1) a variably saturated riparian zone (unconfined
aquifer) which is hydraulically connected to (2) a gaining
stream, and (3) a layer of a conservative solute residing
in the upper, unsaturated part of the riparian zone.
The domain geometry is similar to the one described
for the analytical solution of bank storage flow by Cooper
and Rorabaugh (1963). The domain extends 50 m in horizontal (x ) and 1.26 m in vertical (z ) direction (Figure 1).
The domain length was selected after performing testsimulations considering various domain lengths for stream
stage event scenario of the highest peak height and the
longest duration. Based on these model runs, we found
that at a distance of more than 50 m from the stream
the effect of stream stage variations on groundwater level
was negligible. Increasing the length of the model domain
would not affect the overall results, but would increase
computational effort. The model geometry is a generic
representation of a typical riparian zone observable at river
corridors of third to fourth order streams in humid regions
(perennial rivers) (Bishop et al. 1990; Castelle et al. 1994;
Mayer et al. 2005).
The main enhancement compared to previous studies,
is the addition of an unsaturated zone containing a solute
layer, which has been observed during many riparian zone
field studies (Bishop et al. 1990, 1994; Wondzell and
Swanson 1996; Grabs et al. 2012; Gassen et al. 2017).
During groundwater level rise induced by stream flow
events, solutes can be mobilized and consequently and
can be potentially exported to the stream (Bishop et al.
1994). These observations are represented in our model
concept by implementing a 0.66 m thick and 33 m long
(75% of the total domain length) layer of a conservative
solute source of uniform concentration in the unsaturated
zone ranging from z = 0.6 to z = 1.26 m and x = 0 to
x = 33 m.
The solute layer was not extended over the entire
length of the domain in order to observe the movement
of solute within the bank as well as to avoid loss of
solute mass across the left boundary. In all scenarios,
NGWA.org

Figure 1. Cross sectional view of the model setup (not to scale). Filled area represents the extent of the solute layer. The
stream is represented by the time varying head (TVH) boundary (from z = 0.26 to 1.26 m) at the right boundary. At the left
boundary of the domain a fixed head boundary is assigned, representing the ambient groundwater level (z = 0.3) at the outer
bound of the riparian zone. The dots represent observation points referred to in the subsequent figures where changes in
groundwater head (black dots) and detailed solute mobilization process in unsaturated zone (blue dot) are observed.

Table 1
Hydrologic Properties of the Porous Medium
Parameter

Unit

Value

Saturated hydraulic conductivity
(K s x = K s y = K s z )
Specific storage
Effective porosity (n)
Residual saturation (θ r)
Van Genuchten—n
Van Genuchten—α
Longitudinal dispersivity
Transversal vertical dispersivity

m/s

1 E-03

m−1
—
—
—
m−1
m
m

10−4
0.3
0.01
3.5
8.5
0.01
0.0001

bank overflows were not considered (h o < h < z ). The
porous medium was assumed to be homogenous and
isotropic, whereas dispersivity in horizontal direction was
assumed to be one order of magnitude higher than in the
transversal vertical direction. Hydraulic properties of the
porous medium represent sand (Table 1).
Numerical Model
Flow and transport simulations for the variably saturated media were performed with the multicomponent reactive transport modeling code MIN3P. It solves
the Richards equation for water flow simulation and
the advection-dispersion equation for solute transport.
The van Genuchten-Mualem approach is utilized for
the estimation of the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (Mualem 1976; van Genuchten 1980) whereas tortuosity is calculated by Millington formula (Millington 1959). The MIN3P code has been used for simulating a variety of problems in contaminant transport
and stream-groundwater interaction studies (Mayer et al.
2002; Trauth et al. 2014, 2015; Trauth and Fleckenstein
2017). Although MIN3P is fully capable of simulating
NGWA.org

reactive transport, in this study we are focusing on nonreactive solute transport because the objective of this
study is to investigate how conservative solute transport
is affected by changing hydraulic conditions.
At the interface between the stream and the riparian
zone (right boundary), a time varying head boundary was
applied (along z direction) that enables a simulation of
changes in hydraulic head caused by the stream stage
fluctuations. The head at inflow boundary (stream end)
was varied between base flow condition (h o = 0.26 m)
and the peak stage height (h), to represent the stream
flow event. A constant head boundary condition (Dirichlet
boundary), representing ambient groundwater level of
0.3 m, was assigned at the landside of the riparian
zone (left boundary) to obtain the gaining conditions
(groundwater is feeding the stream) under base flow.
No flow boundaries were assigned at top and bottom of
the model domain. A uniform grid size of 0.04 m was
used both along z (perpendicular to stream section) and
x direction in all simulation runs. Third-order boundary
conditions were applied for solute exchange at inflow and
outflow boundaries, enabling the transport of solutes in
both directions. A relatively high solute concentration of
100 mg/L was assigned to the solute source layer. In the
remaining model domain the concentration was set to
zero. Similarly zero concentration was assigned to both
groundwater (right) and stream water (left) boundaries,
leaving the solute source layer as the only source of solute
concentration.
A long simulation time of 1000 days was selected to
account for expected long tailing of solute breakthrough
curves. In the transient scenarios, flow events were
introduced after 41.6 days (1000 h) of simulation time
when the outflux of water and solute from the riparian
zone had reached a constant value.
M.N. Mahmood et al. Groundwater
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Stream Discharge Events
Stream stage fluctuations during flow events were
represented by applying a stream hydrograph at the
right boundary (stream-aquifer interface) of the model
(Figure 1). The flow event is characterized by (1) the
peak of the hydrograph representing the maximum stream
stage, (2) the time length of the hydrograph corresponding
to the duration of the event. These two parameters
determine the magnitude, height and the timing of water
entering into the riparian zone.
A typical single peak hydrograph derived from a real
flow event of a third order stream was adjusted to a set
of flow scenarios where variants of changing maximum
peak and event duration were applied. Discharge for each
hypothetical event scenario is calculated by the rating
curve equation:
Q (t) = (G (t) − a)b

(1)

Where G is the stream stage and a is the gauge reading
against zero discharge while b is the rating curve constant.
In our hypothetical case a = 0 and b = 0.11.
A total of 160 input hydrograph scenarios were
developed, organized in a matrix of combinations of
16 peak heights and 10 event durations. Peak heights
ranging between 0.06 and 0.96 m above base flow level
were equally spaced at 0.06 m interval. Similarly event
durations were also equally spaced at 10 h intervals
between 10 and 100 h.
Model Results Evaluation
The influence of stream stage variation on riparian
solutes is evaluated in terms of the mass balance of solutes
and the temporal behavior of solute outfluxes with respect
to stream discharge.
Assuming that all of the solute outflux (J ) from the
riparian zone is entering the stream, the total solute mass
outflux (J tot ) from riparian zone caused by the stream
stage fluctuations over the entire simulation period (τ )
can be estimated as:
 τ
Jtot =
J (t) dt
(2)
0

An addition of solute mass into the stream results
in increased stream concentration. Considering the initial
solute concentration in the stream is zero, the resulting
stream concentration of the solute in the stream water
(C str ) can be calculated as:
Cstr (t) =

J (t)
Q (t)

(3)

Where J (M /T ) is the solute outflux into the stream, from
the unit cross sectional area of the domain perpendicular
to the river. Q (L3 /T ) is the stream discharge and C str
(M /L3 ) is the solute concentration in the stream at time
(t). Solute mass export was evaluated in terms of peak
height and duration of the corresponding flow event.
4
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Results and Discussion
Response of Water and Solute Exchange to Stream
Discharge Events
Water Exchange Time Scales
The time scales of water infiltration and exfiltration to
and from the riparian zone induced by a stream flow event
are presented in Figure 2. In our model setup the 100 h
stream event starts at 41.66 days (1000 h) of the simulation
in order to account for the effect of initial conditions
(Figure 2a). The flow event reaches peak flow height
above base flow level at about 9 h, then slowly recedes,
terminating at about 100 h (at 45.83 days) after the
beginning of the flow event. Groundwater hydraulic heads
(Figure 2b) respond to the stream discharge variation with
delay depending upon the distance from stream-riparian
interface (black dots in Figures 1 and 3 indicate the
location of observation points). The effect of the stream
stage fluctuation is most pronounced in the near stream
riparian zone. This effect is the result of the spatial and
temporal variation of the hydraulic gradients in the domain
(Figure 2c). Prior to the event, the stream is slightly
gaining (positive i ) due to lower stream stage compared
to the ambient groundwater head. With the beginning of
the flow event, the direction of the hydraulic gradient is
changing towards losing conditions, indicating that stream
water flows into the riparian zone (negative i ). The shift in
the near stream hydraulic gradient i 5 is earlier and higher
than the respective changes in the hydraulic gradient over
the entire modeling domain (i 50 ). In turn, the change in
the hydraulic head difference between the stream and the
near stream groundwater during the flow event controls
the timing and magnitude of Q in and Q out (Figure 2d).
The time of peak Q in coincides with the time of the
strongest negative value of i 5 . After the peak of the event,
both i 5 and Q in start declining towards pre-event value.
The i 5 switches to positive on the falling limb of the
stream flow event, causing a reversal in the direction
of the exchange flow, marking the termination of net
Q in and the beginning of a net Q out . In contrast, the
negative value of i 50 slowly declines reaching the preevent value at the end of flow event. The peak value for
positive i 5 is only 0.23 times that of the peak negative
i 5 , however a positive i 5 is maintained for more than
6-times the duration of the negative hydraulic gradient
forcing substantially lower Q out rates for long duration
compared with Q in . The peak Q out in this case is 0.16 of
peak Q in . After the end of the flow event a rapid decline
in Q out is observed which is driven by a decrease in i 5 .
During Q in the total water saturation within the domain
increases, reaching the peak value of 1.6 times higher at
the end of Q in than its pre-event value (Figure 2e). Q out
starts before the end of the event at the falling limb, which
leads to an overall decline in saturation within the domain.
At the end of the flow event about 60% of Qin is already
released back to the stream. After 12 days (T = 53 h), Q out
rate as well as saturation drops to a very small value,
however they do not reach their pre-event value. After
NGWA.org
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Figure 2. Time scales of water and solute fluxes during a bank flow event of 0.96 m peak height above base flow and duration
of 100 h. (a) stream discharge normalized to the base flow (Q/Q b ), (b) stage and groundwater heads at 5, 10, and 20 m distance
from stream boundary (black dots in Figure 1), (c) hydraulic gradient at stream-riparian interface, i 50 is the hydraulic gradient
between the stream stage and the ambient groundwater head at the left boundary, while i 5 is the local gradient between the
stream stage and the groundwater head at a distance of 5 m from stream (dotted blue line represents the hydraulic gradient
in absence of the flow event), (d) water fluxes into (Q in ) and out (Q out ) of the riparian zone, (e) change in saturation during
the flow event, (f) concentration (Cstr ) in stream water. The red dotted vertical lines across the figures show the relative
position of fluxes at these time steps.

a quick initial release of the bulk of the stored water,
a relatively small amount remains in the riparian zone
which is released subsequently over a long period of time
due to slow unsaturated zone drainage. Even after 50 days
of the start of the flow event, still 2% of Q in is present
in the unsaturated riparian zone (Figure S3, Supporting
information), resulting in a slightly higher saturation
(0.2%) than the pre-event value. These higher and shorter
Q in , lower but longer Q out and long tailing of Q out are
consistent with other bank flow studies (McCallum et al.
2010; Doble et al. 2012; McCallum and Shanafield 2016).
Stream Water Solute Concentration
Figure 2f represents theoretical changes in stream
water solute concentrations (C str ) derived from solute
mass outflux simulations (J ) (see method section). Stream
NGWA.org

water is assumed to be free of solute concentration prior
to the event. Therefore change in solute concentration in
the stream is solely caused by the solute mass exported
with Q out from the riparian zone to the stream. The onset
of C str is approximately 15 h later than the start of Q out .
The delayed response of J from the riparian zone is due to
the fact that Q in initially mobilizes and transports solutes
from the near stream riparian zone deeper into the domain,
therefore the last part of Q in does not come into contact
with riparian solute. When Q out starts, newly infiltrated
water with no solute concentrations drains out of the
domain during first few hours. This lag between the starting times of Q out and J depends on the duration of the
flow event. C str increases until the end of the flow event,
even though Q out is discharged at a nearly constant rate.
This is because of the fact that mobilization of riparian
M.N. Mahmood et al. Groundwater
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Figure 3. Solute mass (M [mol]) in the riparian zone at various time steps. The solid and dotted blue lines show the
100% (water level) and 5% water saturation, respectively. The black dots indicate the location of the observation points
for groundwater heads, while the blue dot shows the location of point where a detailed description of the solute mobilization
process in unsaturated zone follows in the next section.

solute increases with time, therefore the later part of Q out
carries more solute mass. At the end of the flow event, the
turning point in near stream hydraulic gradient results in
decreased Q out as well as corresponding (J ). That is why
the peak concentration is observed exactly at the end of
flow event (Figure 2f). Similar to Q out, the pre-event conditions for C str are not reached long after the flow event.
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Solute Mobilization within the Riparian Zone
During the flow event, infiltrating stream water results
in an increase in water saturation in the upper riparian
zone leading to the mobilization of riparian solutes. In
Figure 3 this solute mass within the riparian zone is shown
at various time steps of the simulation period during and
after the flow event. The actual mass of solute in each cell
NGWA.org
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Figure 4. Water saturation (a), solute concentration (b),
solute mass (c), and vertical velocity component (d) at one
individual cell at location x = 5 m and y = 0.9 m (indicated
by the blue dot in Figure 3).

is calculated in terms of the water content:
M = C· Sw · n

(4)

where M is the actual mass of solute, C is the
concentration at the point, Sw is the water content in the
mesh cell, and n is the effective porosity of the aquifer.
At pre-event conditions (T < 1000 h) more solute
mass is concentrated in the lower part of the solute
layer. The zone above water level is variably saturated.
We applied a uniform solute concentration throughout
the layer, resulting in a higher solute mass in the areas
of higher water content (lower part). During the rising
limb until the peak of the event (1006 and 1012 h) the
water levels in the near stream zone rise to a maximum
level while in the more distant domain it remains nearly
unaffected. Water inflow into the unsaturated zone during
Q in creates strong horizontal as well as vertical water
flow component in the near stream riparian zone. This
results in complete flushing of the solute source layer
from the near stream zone where the unsaturated zone
is filled with recently entered stream water. Solutes from
the near stream area are mobilized and transported away
from the bank both vertically upward by a capillary rise
effect as well as horizontally away from the stream.
The highest solute mass is observable directly in areas
where saturation is high (dark red area around the 100%
saturation line), while there is also visible increase in
solute mass in areas between 5 (blue dashed line in
Figure 3) and 100% saturation.
To illustrate the effect of Q in on riparian solute mobilization, we observe the water and solute mass changes in
a near stream cell located within the unsaturated zone
NGWA.org

at x = 5 m and y = 0.9 m (indicated by the blue dot in
Figure 3). The change in saturation (S w ), solute concentration (C ), solute mass (M ), and vertical velocity (V z )
within the cell are shown in Figure 4. Clearly at the time,
when the S w within the cell starts increasing (Figure 4a)
by vertical water flow (indicated by V z in Figure 4d),
concentration C (Figure 4b) decreases but solute mass M
(Figure 4c) increases within the cell at the same time,
indicating that additional solute mass is received from the
cell below by upward movement of water (positive V z
in Figure 4d). The solute mass keeps increasing in the
cell until the cell reaches nearly full saturation. At this
stage water flow starts transporting mass to neighboring
cell which is evident from declining mass in Figure 4c
until water within the cell is completely replaced by river
water of zero solute concentration. The observed vertical water flow can be explained by capillary rise effect
on commencement of Q in . Similar behavior of flow and
solute movement in variably saturated zone was observed
by Silliman et al. (2002) in a laboratory study.
The mobilization of solute within the domain shown
in Figure 3 is largely driven by the above mentioned effect
of saturation. After the peak of the event, during the
falling limb (Figure 3; T = 1030 to 1050 h), the curved
shape of the groundwater level indicates the movement
of water into both directions (into the stream and towards
the distant riparian zone), that is, the groundwater level
(saturation) in the distant domain is still rising (around
x = 20 m) leading to an additional mobilization of solutes
in the distant domain. At the same time, the groundwater
level is declining in the near-stream zone due to the
increasing Q out towards the stream. During the falling
limb, the decrease in groundwater level in the entire
domain, results in a vertical downward movement of the
solute mass. The higher solute mass (dark red area at
T = 1012 to T = 1100 h) is moving downwards with the
lowering of the 100% saturation line indicating solute
movement from the unsaturated zone to the saturated
zone. At the same time solute is also moving horizontally
in the unsaturated zone towards the stream with Q out . The
near stream area of the domain (x < 3 m) is free of solutes
at (T = 1030, 1050 h), therefore, no solute export occurs in
the beginning of Q out . The solute carrying water reaches
the stream ∼15 h later (Figure 3; T = 1080 h) indicated
by increased C str . This explains the lag between starting
time of Q out and C str .
At the end of the event (T = 1100 h), groundwater
levels adjacent to the stream have returned to the pre-event
level while in the distant riparian zone (x > 10) heads are
still high indicating that a part of Q in still remains in the
domain. At this stage, a large portion of Q out is already
discharged to the stream and solute concentration C str is
at the maximum value (Figure 2f) meanwhile lowering
of water table resulted in the movement of solute mass
from unsaturated part to the groundwater, from where
it is transported to the stream. This is visible at time
1200 h, when the groundwater level is almost back to
the pre-event conditions, an increased solute mass is
observed in groundwater. This increase in solute mass in
M.N. Mahmood et al. Groundwater
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pre-event conditions, (a) combined effect of event peak height and duration, (b) effect of event peak height, and (c) effect of
event duration.

the groundwater is the result of the gravity driven vertical
drainage from the unsaturated zone.
At time 3000 h, we would expect the groundwater
to be free from solute; however solute mass is visible
even after 9000 h indicating that vertical solute movement
from the unsaturated to the saturated parts of the domain
continues very long after the end of the flow event. This is
due to the slow drainage of Q out from the unsaturated zone
as explained in the previous section (see “water exchange
time scales”) and is consistent with previous studies, for
example, McCallum and Shanafield (2016). This explains
the long tailing of stream concentration C str in Figure 2f.
The general trends explained above, hold for all
simulated scenarios. Flushing of solute mass from near
stream riparian zone, longer time periods of Q out and C str
were observed in all cases.
Influence of Peak Height and Event Duration on Solute
Mass Export towards the Stream
In the following sections, we evaluate the effects of
changes in peak height and event duration on cumulative
solute export from riparian zone.
Since the cumulative mass export keeps increasing
over time long after the flow event, we chose to constrain
the output time to 4000 h (166 days) after the beginning
of the flow event, the time when water outflow rate falls
back to the pre-event flow rate for all of the simulated
scenarios.
The solute export to the stream is a function of both
event peak height and event duration (Figure 5a). The
lines in Figure 5b represent the solute export for varying
8
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peaks but equal duration, for example, a 10 h duration
line means the solute export for varying peak discharge
scenario for equal 10 h duration. Similarly in Figure 5c
each peak line represents the export for varying duration
with equal peak heights.
For events with peak heights of less than 0.3 m
where the infiltrated water does not reach the solute layer,
the exported mass remains low and is independent of
the actual event peak height (Figure 5b). An increase
in the event peak height causes a groundwater level
rise into the solute source layer, which results in
an increased solute mass mobilization and consequent
export. Therefore variations in event peak height have
a pronounced effect on solute export. For instance, the
solute export on the 100 h duration line (Figure 5b), is
increased from 6% for the minimum peak reaching the
solute layer (0.36 m) to 33% for the highest peak (0.96 m)
Hence for an increment of 0.6 m in peak height, solute
export is increased by 5.5 times.
The solute mass export is also positively related to
the event duration. However, each line of equal peak
height tends to converge to an upper value of mass export
with increasing event duration (Figure 5c). This is due
to the reason that longer durations push the mobilized
solutes away from stream (along x dir.), decreasing the
availability of solutes to be exported with initial high
Q out flow rates. It means, although solute mass export
increases with increasing event duration, it has lower
impact on solute export compared to the peak height. For
instance, the minimum peak height touching the solute
layer (0.36 m), solute mass export is 0.14% of the initial
NGWA.org
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Figure 6. Stream discharge Q/Q b [−] vs. solute concentration in stream Cstr [mol/m3 ] for (a–c) increasing discharge event
duration (30, 60, and 90 h, respectively) for a fixed maximum peak height (0.96 m) (d–f) increasing maximum peak height
(0.18, 0.54, 0.96 m) above base flow level, respectively) for a fixed event duration (100 h).

solute mass in the riparian zone for the shortest duration
(10 h.) while for the longest duration (100 h) of the
same peak height, 0.33% mass is exported. Hence, by an
increase of 90 h event duration for the same peak height,
mass export is increased by 2.35 times.
The mass export analysis suggests that events with
higher peak height result in an increased mobilization and
therefore increased solute export while longer durations
tend to delay the timing of bank outflow causing
retardation in solute export. Therefore, frequent, shortterm stream fluctuations will be more efficient than flow
event of longer duration with lower peaks in mobilization
and consequent export of solutes into the stream. Boutt
and Fleming (2009) also demonstrated that frequent
stream fluctuations transport solute mass from the stream
to the aquifer under zero net water flux by enhancing
mixing process inside the aquifer. Gu et al. (2012)
found that strong stream events significantly influence
the chemistry of both surface water and groundwater
by enhancing mixing and reaction efficiency in the near
stream zone. They also observed that time frames of
chemical activity within riparian zone are much longer
than the hydraulic exchange time scales, which is in line
with our observations.
Effects of Event Hydrograph Shape on Stream Water
Solute Concentration
Since solute export starts with the onset of Q out,
(bank outflow) a time delay between the peak in stream
discharge and peak concentration of stream water was
NGWA.org

expected. Figure 6 depicts the stream discharge and
concentration change during the stream flow event.
Generally, stream concentrations start increasing during
the falling limb of the flow event, reaching a maximum
value near the end of the flow event. The fixed time of
peak concentration at the end of discharge event for all
of the simulated scenario is due to the decline in Q out
as shown in Figure 6e, which is caused by the turning
point in the positive hydraulic gradient i 5 in the near
stream zone (Figure 6d). An increase in the duration of
the flow causes a damping effect on the concentration
peak in the stream water (Figure 6a to 6c). However,
tail concentrations are elevated with increasing duration
indicating a retardation effect of the event duration
on stream concentration as explained in the previous
sections. The time difference between the peak discharge
(Q max ) and peak concentration (C str_max ) is increasing
with increasing event duration. The increasing time lag
and damping of concentration peak is related to the longer
Q in duration which initially pushes the mobilized solute
mass horizontally away from the stream as well as delays
the starting time of Q out and corresponding J .
In contrast, an increase in the event peak height
results in a significant increase in the peak stream
concentration (Figure 6d to 6f). Higher concentration
peaks for higher inflow are due to the water saturation
of an increasing portion of the solute source and thus
a more efficient mobilization. Therefore, higher peaks
release more solute without delaying the solute release
from the riparian zone. However, this does not hold for
M.N. Mahmood et al. Groundwater
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event peaks where the solute source layer is not tapped
into by the rising groundwater levels. In such cases
no direct solute mobilization is possible and the solute
export is mainly caused by diffusion and gravitational
solute movement through the unsaturated zone resulting
in delayed concentration peaks.
The time lag between Q max and C str_max is constant
for scenarios of varying peaks and fixed duration,
provided the peak height is high enough to reach the
solute layer (Figure S3c), while it is linearly increasing
with event duration for scenarios of constant peak height
(Figure S3d). This is due to two reasons: a) longer
durations induce longer Q in resulting in later starting times
for Q out and b) longer Q in pushes the solute mass further
away from the near stream zone. As a result, the part
of Q in which entered the riparian zone after the solute
has been pushed away from the near stream zone may
drain back to the stream without having been in significant
contact with the solute, causing a significant time lag
between the starting times of Q out and J .
Overall, higher and shorter events result in higher
and earlier release of solutes and increased total solute
mass export resulting in higher and earlier peak C str_max
whereas increase in duration results in retardation in
release of solute mass resulting in delayed and damped
peak C str .
Our results are mainly in line with the concentrationdischarge relations found in field studies. Especially, the
significant lag between peak discharge and solute peak
in stream water has been also observed by many field
studies (e.g., Hangen et al. 2001; Inamdar et al. 2004;
Pellerin et al. 2012; Welch et al. 2015). In line with
our modeling results, they concluded that the rise in
groundwater table mobilizes DOC but with a delayed
maximum groundwater level compared to the maximum
stream stage, leading to delayed solute concentration peak
in stream water. Mei et al. (2014) concluded that the time
lag is mainly controlled by event duration and hydraulic
connectivity between groundwater and stream. Xie et al.
(2016) also observed time lag increase with increasing
event duration. These studies have suggested that bank
inflows have significant effects on the chemical conditions
of both stream water and groundwater. In this context, our
results give detailed insights into the process of the solute
mobilization and export to the stream.
Model Limitations and Future Studies
Our modeling setup represents a simplified riparian
zone with reduced process complexity as we exclusively
study the effect of stream discharge scenarios on solute
mobilization and transport processes. For example, in our
model the riparian aquifer is homogeneous and isotropic in
both effective porosity and hydraulic conductivity, similar
to the study of McCallum et al. (2010). Therefore, we
did not account for any highly conductive zones although
they may facilitate fast preferential flow and transport that
potentially exists in riparian aquifers (Beven and Germann
1982). In turn, layers of lower permeability may reduce
the zone of water exchange and solute removal (Chen
10
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and Chen 2003). However, since sediment properties will
hardly change during short-term stream discharge events
the comparative metrics derived in our study are likely
the same as for the heterogeneous case.
In this study, recharge by precipitation was not
simulated, although it is potentially an important process
for water and solute mobilization (Nielsen et al. 1986;
Xie et al. 2016). Recharge can mobilize solutes during
infiltration and also contributes to the rise of the water
table. However to test the additional effect of recharge, we
simulated a scenario with a constant recharge of 2 mm at
the top surface during the entire period of the flow event
and compared the total solute export with the scenario
without additional recharge. We found that the overall
solute export is enhanced by factor 5.6 after 300 h when a
major portion of Q out has been released to the stream
and by factor 5.9 after 5000 h when Q out reaches the
pre-event level. This clearly indicates that the addition
of vertical recharge will significantly increase the overall
amount of solute export. However, for a thorough analysis
of the effect of groundwater recharge future modeling
scenarios should consider rain events with realistic timing
and amount of water per time.
Furthermore, in our study solute transport is purely
conservative, although in natural aquifers, sorption and
reaction may alter solute export to the stream. Incorporating reactions into future modeling scenarios would
highlight the effect of solute mobilization on spatial extent
and efficiency of solute turn-over.

Summary and Conclusions
Infiltration and exfiltration of water into and out of
riparian soils during stream flow events may lead to solute
exchange between streams and their connected riparian
zones. In this study, we have investigated the effect of
stream discharge events on solute mobilization in riparian
zones and the subsequent export of solutes to the stream.
The dynamics of riparian solute mobilization and transport
were simulated for stream discharge scenarios of varying
peak height and durations.
Our results show that the magnitude and timing of
bank inflows, outflow and therefore solute mass outflux
from the riparian zone into the stream is controlled by the
shape of the discharge event (i.e., event peak height and
duration). The initially unsaturated conditions in parts of
the riparian soils allow higher inflow rates in significantly
shorter times than the subsequent bank outflows. The
bank outflows typically start during the falling limb of
the stream flow event, when the local hydraulic gradient
reverses back to gaining conditions. A significant fraction
of the infiltrated water was discharged back to the stream
until the end of the flow event. However, a small fraction
of outflow remained in the bank, and was discharged back
to the stream over a longer period of time after the flow
event. Upon infiltration of stream water, the water level
in the riparian zone rises resulting in the mobilization of
solutes residing in the previously unsaturated zone. The
export of mobilized solutes into the stream occurs in two
NGWA.org

stages. In the first stage, the bulk of the mobilized solute is
transported by the direct bank outflow from the riparian
zone resulting in peak concentration at the end of flow
event. Bank outflow driven export lasts for a relatively
short period of up to 12 days, while during the second
stage solute mass from zones of increased saturation
moves vertically downward to the saturated zone under
the influence of gravity. This drainage process from the
unsaturated zone is very slow and is responsible for the
long tailing of stream concentration (>400 days) after the
event.
Both event peak height and event duration enhance
solute mass export. However, in comparison to the event
duration, peak height plays a dominant role for the total
solute mass exported. The timing of change in stream
concentration is directly linked to the timing of the bank
outflows which in turn depends on the hydraulic gradient
near the stream. The time lag between peak discharge and
peak concentration increases with event duration as longer
durations delay the reversal of the local hydraulic gradient
from negative (losing) to positive (gaining).
Our findings are consistent with previous studies
(e.g., Boutt and Fleming 2009; Gu et al. 2012; Mei et al.
2014; Sawyer et al. 2014). It also supports the idea that
the export of the riparian solutes during bank outflows
is dominantly controlled by the fluctuations in near
stream hydraulic gradients (Welch et al. 2015). Another
important finding is that presence of an unsaturated zone
can lead to long-term solute export into the stream
after the flow event. For a field based evaluation of
the effects of stream flow events on river solute loads,
measurement windows have to be long enough to capture
the delayed response caused be solute mobilization from
the unsaturated soil zone. The prolonged stays of stream
water in the riparian zone provide opportunity for longterm reactions and therefore have important implications
for both stream and groundwater quality.
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Figure S1. Selected discharge scenarios of varied peak
height and duration used in simulations (shortened list).
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Tick marks on x and y axes indicate duration of events
(h) and peak height (m), respectively.
Figure S2. Fraction of bank inflow water remaining in
the riparian zone (green line), corresponding solute export
(orange line) out of the riparian zone (top) and change in
saturation within the riparian zone during and after the
flow event (bottom). The vertical line indicate starting
time of bank outflow, end time of flow event and time
when major part of the outflow has discharged back to
the stream, respectively.
Figure S3. Effects of event hydrograph shape on stream
water solute concentration. (a, b) Peak concentration in
stream (C str ) with increasing peak discharge and duration.
(c, d) Time lag in starting time of bank outflow (Q out ) and
stream concentration (C str ).
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